
Eliminate physical barriers and discover powerful new ways to train, collaborate, and boost productivity 
with VR on Oculus for Business. The platform is built on an enterprise-grade infrastructure that adheres 
to stringent data security standards, and it provides straight forward device management and advanced 
support so it’s easy to adopt and scale throughout your organization.

TRANSFORM WORK  
WITH VIRTUAL REALITY.

Key benefits for business
No PC. No wires. No limits.

Our industry-leading VR headset, Oculus Quest 2, offers 
untethered freedom to move and interact with virtual 
environments. Designed with enhanced performance and 
ergonomics, the Quest 2 is lightweight and can be paired with our 
new Elite Strap with Battery to extend battery life and improve 
comfort for longer work sessions. It has a higher-resolution 
display and faster processing than the original Quest, so text 
is more crisp, complex models and experiences load quickly, 
and more people can collaborate in VR sessions. There are no 
distracting consumer features, and your company controls the 
content. We’ve built everything to ensure that your employees feel 
transported and stay immersed in their work.

Drive real impact and ROI with immersive 
collaboration and learning.
Whether you’re bringing your team together to collaborate, 
onboarding new hires, developing L&D curricula, or teaching 
critical safety procedures, effective teamwork and training are 
essential to the health of your organization. With Oculus for 
Business, your employees can work and learn more effectively 
together in virtual meeting spaces where they can share screens, 
sketch out ideas on whiteboards, and visualize data. They’ll have 
the opportunity to fully engage in each collaboration and learning 
experience and emerge more connected, knowledgeable, and 
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confident. They’ll also have the potential to contribute higher-
quality work, retain information longer, and help drive better 
business results.

 Keep your data secure and private.
The security of your IP and other company data is essential to 
your success. That’s why we built Oculus for Business on the 
enterprise-grade security infrastructure and privacy practices 
of the Workplace from Facebook platform. Oculus for Business 
uses Workplace account management and access control tools, 
and it offers business IDs so employees don’t need to use their 
personal Facebook credentials. The platform leverages Workplace 
data center security controls, multiple layers of encryption, 24/7 
threat-monitoring, and advanced technologies to help ensure 
data privacy and security.

Get the support you need to stay productive.
Your business-critical technology needs to run smoothly so you 
can keep making progress toward your goals. Oculus for Business 
offers exceptional hardware and software support via chat, 
email, and phone, and headsets come with extended 24-month 
hardware warranties.



Key features for business

• Device setup app for Android lets you provision multiple headsets in just a few steps.

• Device Manager shows the status on each headset and lets you deploy devices,  
change settings, group devices and bulk-apply settings, manage controllers across devices, 
and more.

• Business Channels* will allow your ISVs to deliver VR applications directly to your headsets 
while still giving your admins control of their deployments. 

• Ability to disable Guardian allows for seated VR sessions to streamline setup and simplify 
the experience for users.

Scalable

* Business Channels is expected to roll out on the Oculus for Business platform in late 2020.
**  English: 24 hours per day, seven days per week. German, Spanish, and French 9AM - 5PM Monday through Friday, Central European Time. 
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• Oculus for Business is built on Workplace from Facebook and adheres to strict security 
standards, which are continuously reviewed and improved.

• 24/7 Advanced customer support** includes hardware and/or software support via chat, 
email, and phone.

• Extended 24-month hardware warranties and rapid exchange for faulty devices offer 
peace of mind.

Reliable

• In-headset UI puts the focus on the VR experience.

• Hand tracking enables users to interact with VR content in more natural, intuitive ways 
—no need for controllers.

• An enterprise app launcher showcases only the apps you’ve installed.

• Kiosk mode enables admins to launch users into a  single experience.

• There are no distracting consumer features like store or video apps.

Professional



QUEST 2

VR Category: All-in-one VR 

Tracking: Oculus Insight inside-out 
tracking

Input: Two Oculus Touch controllers plus 
hand tracking capabilities

Resolution: 1832x1920 per eye

Display Panel: Fast-switch LCD

Audio: Integrated positional audio

Hardware Features

Oculus for  
Business Platform

Oculus for Business is built for enterprise needs.
The offering includes software to set up and manage VR deployments, a tailored in-headset experience, and 
enterprise-grade customer support. 

Fluid freedom of movement
Built-in Oculus Insight tracking instantly translates your real-world movement and gestures without  
additional sensors.

Natural, intuitive control
State-of-the-art ergonomics meet ease-of-use in controllers that transport your hand gestures and actions 
into VR, while hand tracking makes interactions even more natural.

More power for better productivity
With a higher-resolution display and faster processing than Oculus Quest, text is more crisp, complex models 
and experiences load quickly, and more people can collaborate in your VR sessions.

What’s in the Box

Tech specs Processor: Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 
XR2 Platform

Battery Life: ~2-3 hours

Storage: 256GB

Supported Usage Modes: Seated, 
standing, room scale

Glasses Friendly: Comfortable to wear 
with glasses or RX inserts

 9 Oculus Quest 2 Headset
 9 Oculus Touch Controllers(2)
 9 AA Batteries(2)

 9 Power Adapter
 9 Charging Cable
 9 Eyeglass Spacer

The VR 
solution 
for your 
business

OCULUS FOR BUSINESS 

MSRP $799 USD (256GB)  
includes extended 2-year warranty and one year of the Oculus 
for Business software platform with premium support †

† Manufacturer suggested retail price. The price is expressed in USD and does not include taxes, duties, or shipping costs, which vary. The price reflects the cost of the device, a commercial 
use license for Oculus software, and a one-year subscription to Oculus for Business enterprise-grade software and support that will end 12 months after activation, and renew annually for 
$180/year to the payment method provided unless you cancel. Shipping will be charged in USD, GBP or EUR. Currently, we only ship to select countries.  
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